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The problem of Phase Estimation (or Amplitude Estimation) admits a quadratic quantum
speedup. Wang, Higgott and Brierley [2019, Phys. Rev. Lett. 122 140504] have shown that
there is a continuous trade-off between quantum speedup and circuit depth (by defining a family of
algorithms known as α-QPE). In this work, we show that the scaling of α-QPE can be naturally and
succinctly derived within the framework of Quantum Singular Value Transformation (QSVT). From
the QSVT perspective, a greater number of coherent oracle calls translates into a better polynomial
approximation to the sign function, which is the key routine for solving Phase Estimation. The
better the approximation to the sign function, the fewer samples one needs to determine the sign
accurately. With this idea, we simplify the proof of α-QPE, while providing a new interpretation of
the interpolation parameters, and show that QSVT is a promising framework for reasoning about
classical-quantum interpolations.

I. INTRODUCTION

With the developments in practical implementations
of quantum computers, and with fault-tolerant compu-
tation still apparently beyond reach in the near future,
much attention has been focused on classical-quantum
(hybrid) algorithms: those that can leverage a lim-
ited amount of quantum coherence, while out-performing
completely classical algorithms [1–4]. That such hybrid
algorithms exist for any given problem, and for any coher-
ence time constraint, is not obvious. Explicitly showing
the existence of a continuous trade-off between classical
and quantum resources provides much insight on the role
of the two types of resources in the algorithm, and how
to off-load work from one to the other. Of course, the
formulation of hybrid algorithms gives also the practical
advantage of being able to adapt to the available quan-
tum resources, such that, even when these are limited, a
speed-up can be achieved.

One particular problem for which hybrid algorithms
have been thoroughly studied is that of Phase Estima-
tion. In this problem, we are given access to a unitary
U and an eigenstate |ψ⟩ with eigenvalue eiϕ, where the
value of ϕ is unknown; the goal is to determine ϕ. To un-
derstand the hybrid algorithm approaches to Phase Es-
timation, it is useful to first consider the Iterative Phase
Estimation algorithm (also known as Kitaev’s Phase Es-
timation) [5, 6]. The method is obtained from the usual
Quantum Fourier Transform-based Phase Estimation by
invoking the deferred measurement principle, which pro-
duces the circuit of Figure 1. The circuit has the free
parameters M and θ, which are updated at each itera-
tion of the algorithm. Concretely, to obtain ϕ up to a
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precision of 2−m, one should set, at each step,

(M, θ)1 = (2m−1, 0)

(M, θ)2 = (2m−2,−π · 2−m · ϕm)

(M, θ)3 = (2m−3,−π · (2−m · ϕm + 2−m+1 · ϕm−1))

...

(M, θ)m = (1,−π · (2−m · ϕm + · · ·+ 2−2 · ϕ2))

where, at step j, if E is measured to be 1, then ϕm−j+1 =
1, and if E = 0, ϕm−j+1 = 0. By the end of the proce-
dure, ϕ ≈ π

∑m
j=1 2

−jϕj , with precision 2−m.

|0⟩ H RZ(θ) • H E

|ψ⟩ / UM

FIG. 1. Circuit for Iterative Phase Estimation. U |ψ⟩ =
eiϕ |ψ⟩, RZ(x) = |0⟩⟨0| + eix |1⟩⟨1|, M ∈ N, θ ∈ R, and
E ∈ {0, 1}, with M, θ to be set as part of the algorithm.

This formulation opens the possibility for other choices
of the update method for M and θ. Svore et al. [7]
note that an informational perspective can be adopted,
whereby one actually wishes to estimate a parameter of
a distribution, and should seek to maximize the Fisher
information of their measurements. By exploiting sched-
ules that maximize information, they reduced the number
of necessary samples in logarithmic factors, and approach
that they call Fast Phase Estimation.
Nonetheless, both Fast Phase Estimation and the Iter-

ative Phase Estimation have, up to polylogarithmic fac-
tors, the same requirements in terms of the total number
of calls to U , denoted by T , and the required circuit
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depths, denoted by D: T = Õ(1/ϵ), D = O(1/ϵ), where ϵ
is the precision error attained in the estimation of ϕ [26].
These requirements should be contrasted with those for
the Hadamard Test, which corresponds essentially to a
classical statistical sampling approach: the quantity of
interest is encoded in the odds of a Bernoulli distribu-
tion, which can be optimally estimated to precision ϵ
with O(1/ϵ2) samples of the circuit [8], but with a single
oracle call per run (thus with D = O(1)).

Explorations of alternative schedules and associated
classical algorithms brought Wiebe et al. to formulate
Bayesian Phase Estimation [9], eventually leading to
Wang et al.’s α-Quantum Phase Estimation (α-QPE)
[10]. This approach established a continuous trade-off
between depth and sampling complexity, and bridged
the aforementioned Iterative Phase Estimation and sta-
tistical sampling. Giurgica-Tiron et al. [11] went on to
rigorously show the convergence of these methods, and
connected these hybridized Phase Estimation algorithms
with other results on Quantum Fourier Transform-free
Amplitude Estimation algorithms [12, 13].

Notably, α-QPE describes the spectrum of hybrid
Phase Estimation algorithms with a single scalar param-
eter — the titular α — such that the depth and sample
complexity attained for a given choice of α and precision
ϵ are T = O(1/ϵ1+α), and D = O(1/ϵ1−α), respectively.
Note how the trade-off TD remains a constant O(1/ϵ2),
and how this relationship is also verified both for statis-
tical sampling and Iterative Phase Estimation.

Furthermore, Phase Estimation enjoys a close relation-
ship with other notable algorithms; Brassard et al.’s al-
gorithm for Amplitude Estimation [14] relies on it for a
Grover-like operator. This places both Amplitude Esti-
mation and Phase Estimation as central ingredients in
many of quantum computing’s celebrated applications,
such as Quantum Counting [15], Quantum Montecarlo
[16], Quantum Linear Systems [17] or Ground State
Preparation [18]. One also finds that using this relation-
ship and the machinery of α-QPE, a classical-quantum
interpolation for Amplitude Estimation can likewise be
found. As we will see, a similar relation also holds for
the problem of Eigenvalue Estimation.

Recently, Gilyén et al. introduced Quantum Singular
Value Transformation (QSVT) [19, 20]. As a generaliza-
tion of the work of Quantum Signal Processing [21], it
has proven to be an extremely powerful framework for
describing quantum computation, having been shown by
its authors to successfully describe quantum algorithms
for search, Phase Estimation, and various quantum linear
algebra results, among other applications.

In this work, we show that α-QPE follows naturally
from a Quantum Singular Value Transformation con-
struction for Eigenvalue Estimation. This greatly sim-
plifies the derivation of α-QPE, if one is familiar with
the main results of QSVT. At the same time, our method
provides a different interpretation of the scalar parameter
α, namely relating it to the precision with which a step
function is approximated by a constrained polynomial.

Finally, this work may serve as a starting point for hy-
bridizations of other relevant high-coherence algorithms
under the QSVT description.

II. PRELIMINARIES

A. Computational model

The analysis of α-QPE is naturally set in a hybrid
computing model [1, 4]. A hybrid classical-quantum al-
gorithm is one that performs multiple runs of limited-
depth quantum circuits, possibly interchangeably with
some classical processing of the measurement outcomes.
The problems that we are concerned with here are de-

fined in an oracular setting. That is, they are specified
in terms of access to some given operators that encode
the relevant information. Thus, our complexity measures
are based on the number of oracle calls (or queries). The
depth complexity of the algorithm, D, is the maximum
depth among all the employed quantum circuits. The
time complexity, T , is the total running time, that is,
the sum of all the depths or, equivalently, the total num-
ber of queries.
Evidently, every T -time, D-depth algorithm can be

converted into a T -time, O(T )-depth algorithm [25]. But,
in the context of limited-coherence computing, it be-
comes relevant to bound D as much as possible. More-
over, in certain situations it may be beneficial to lower
the depth complexity even if at the cost of increasing the
total running time. This trade-off between T and D is
achieved by α-QPE.

Theorem 1 (α-QPE, Proposition 1 of [10] and Theo-
rem 2.3 of [11]). For any α ∈ [0, 1], there is a T (α)-time,
D(α)-depth algorithm that solves PE, where

T (α) = O
(

1

ϵ1+α

)
and D(α) = O

(
1

ϵ1−α

)
. (1)

B. Problem reductions

As we have discussed, the problems of Phase Estima-
tion and Amplitude Estimation are closely related. They
also relate to the problem of Eigenvalue Estimation. Be-
low, we precisely define each of these.
Phase estimation (PE). Let U be a unitary oper-

ator and |ψ⟩ a state such that U |ψ⟩ = eiϕ |ψ⟩ for some
unknown ϕ ∈ [0, 2π). Let Uψ be an operator that pre-
pares |ψ⟩: Uψ |0m⟩ = |ψ⟩. Input: Access operators Uψ,

U†
ψ, controlled-U , and controlled-U†, and a precision pa-

rameter ϵ > 0. Output: An estimation of ϕ up to ϵ, with
bounded-error probability.
Amplitude estimation (AE). Let A be a unitary

operator such that A |0m⟩ = √
p |good⟩ +

√
1− p2 |bad⟩

and let OA be an oracle that distinguishes |good⟩ from
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FIG. 2. For a fixed δ (here, δ = 0.2), polynomials of increasing degree allow for a better approximation to the step function
(equivalently, with a smaller η). While this decreases the necessary number of samples, the implementation of polynomials of
higher degrees in the Quantum Singular Value Transformation framework requires longer coherent computation. A theorem of
[22] ensures the existence of a suitable polynomial for a given choice of δ, η (cf. lemma 4); here we used the pyqsp [20, 23, 24]
package to explicitly generate such polynomials.

|bad⟩ (say, by applying a −1 phase to |good⟩). Input:
Access to operators A, A†, and OA, and a precision pa-
rameter ϵ > 0. Output: An estimation of |p| up to ϵ, with
bounded-error probability.

Before defining Eigenvalue Estimation, we need to in-
troduce the concept of block-encoding, which permits
representing non-unitary matrices in quantum circuits.
We say that an n-qubit matrixH is (γ,m)–block-encoded
in an (m+ n) unitary matrix UH if

H = γ (⟨0m| ⊗ In)UH (|0m⟩ ⊗ In) . (2)

Eigenvalue estimation (EE). Let H be a Hermitian
operator and |ψ⟩ a state such that H |ψ⟩ = µ |ψ⟩ for some
unknown µ. Let UH be a (γ,m)–block-encoding of H
and let Uψ prepare |ψ⟩: Uψ |0m⟩ = |ψ⟩. Input: Access to

operators Uψ, UH , and U†
H , the factor γ, and a precision

parameter ϵ > 0. Output: An estimation of µ up to ϵ,
with bounded-error probability.

Typically, these three computational problems are
taken to be equivalent. This notion can be made rigorous.
Given two problems Pr1 and Pr2, we write Pr1 ⪯ Pr2 if a
T -time, D-depth algorithm to solve Pr2 can be converted
into a O(T )-time, O(D)-depth algorithm to solve Pr1. In
Appendix A, we show the following.

Lemma 2. PE ⪯ AE ⪯ EE.

Throughout the rest of the article, we will only be con-
cerned with the EE problem. By Lemma 2, our results
apply immediately also to PE and AE.

C. Quantum eigenvalue transformations

We approach EE with the filtering method developed
by Lin and Tong [22], relying on the general theory for
quantum singular value transformations [19]. Here we
briefly review the main results that we need.
Let H be a Hermitian matrix with a spectral decom-

position {µi, |ψi⟩}i. For any function F , we define the
eigenvalue transformation F (H) as

H =
∑
i

µi |ψi⟩⟨ψi| → F (H) :=
∑
i

F (µi) |ψi⟩⟨ψi| . (3)

The idea of quantum eigenvalue transformations [27] is
that, given a block encoding of H, we can perform a very
broad class of polynomial transformations on H in a time
proportional to the degree of the polynomials.

Theorem 3 (Quantum eigenvalue transformations, The-
orem 2 of [19]). Let UH be a (γ,m)–block-encoding of
a Hermitian matrix H and let P ∈ R[x] be a d-degree
polynomial with definite parity and |P (x)| ≤ 1 for any
x ∈ [−1, 1]. Then, there is a (1,m+1)–block-encoding of

P (H/γ) using d queries of UH and U†
H .

In particular, it is possible to approximate the sign
function up to a desired accuracy [19, Lemma 14]. This
is used by Lin and Tong [22] to block-encode an approx-
imation of a projector onto the subspace of eigenstates
with eigenvalues larger than some threshold µ0. See Fig-
ure 2 for an illustration of this construction.

Lemma 4 (Block-encoding approximation of step func-
tion, Lemma 5 of [22]). Let UH be a (γ,m)-block-encoding
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of a Hermitian matrix H and µ0 ∈ [0, γ]. Then, there is

a (1,m+ 3)–block-encoding of P
(
H−µ0I
γ+µ0

; δ, η
)
, where P

satisfies

∀x ∈ [−1,−δ], 0 ≤ P (x; δ, η) ≤ η/2 (4)

and ∀x ∈ [δ, 1], 1− η/2 ≤ P (x; δ, η) ≤ 1, (5)

using O
(

1
δ log

(
1
η

))
queries of UH and U†

H .

In their work, Lin and Tong [22] apply this construc-
tion to the problem of ground energy estimation with a
binary search scheme. We adopt a similar strategy to the
EE problem, re-deriving the scaling of α-QPE.

III. α-QPE FROM QUANTUM EIGENVALUE
TRANSFORMATIONS

The classical-quantum interpolation is perhaps simpler
to appreciate for the decision version of EE: given the
same setting as EE and a parameter µ0 ∈ [−γ, γ], the
task is to determine with bounded-error probability if µ
is smaller than µ0 − ϵ/2 or greater than µ0 + ϵ/2, under
the promise that one must be true. We focus on this
problem for now and later we see how to turn this into a
solution for the complete estimation task.

Using the construction from Lemma 4, we block-
encode the step function approximation P , centered at
µ0. We then measure the first m + 3 qubits (i.e., the
block-encoding register), assigning an outcome RIGHT to∣∣0m+3

〉
and an outcome LEFT otherwise. Now, choose

δ =
ϵ

4γ
. (6)

Then, if µ < µ0− ϵ/2, the probability of observing RIGHT
is smaller than (η/2)2. In contrast, if µ > µ0 + ϵ/2, the
probability of that outcome is greater than (1 − η/2)2.
So, all that we have to do is to distinguish the bias of
the Bernoulli distribution of LEFT/RIGHT outcomes with
a precision smaller than

1

2

(
(1− η/2)2 − (η/2)2

)
=

1− η

2
. (7)

By Chebychev’s inequality, we reach such an estimate
with bounded-error probability by taking

O
(

1

(1− η)2

)
(8)

trials.
We have the freedom to tune η as desired. The lower

the value of η, the fewer trials are necessary. On the other
hand, a low η requires a polynomial of a high degree,

meaning more coherent applications of UH and U†
H .

For example, with a single application of UH we can
only prepare a polynomial of degree one. In particu-
lar, the construction of Lemma 4 implements a block-

encoding of 1
2

(
I + H−µ0I

γ+µ0

)
. A straightforward calcula-

tion shows that, in this case, we need to estimate the bias

of the LEFT/RIGHT Bernoulli distribution with precision
at least ϵ/4γ, requiring O(γ2/ϵ2) trials. This is but a
classical statistical sampling approach.
Considering the other extreme case, say that we just

want to take O(1) trials. From expression (8), we then
need to set η = 1−O(1), which leads to circuits of depth

O
(
γ

ϵ
log

(
1

1−O(1)

))
= O

(γ
ϵ

)
. (9)

This is precisely the scaling of the Phase Estimation al-
gorithm.
We can reach a continuous interpolation between the

classical and quantum regimes [28] by setting, for exam-
ple,

η = 1− 1

2

(
ϵ

4γ

)α
. (10)

for α ∈ [0, 1]. From Lemma 4, the circuit depths are

D(α) = O

γ

ϵ
log

 1

1−
(
ϵ
γ

)α


= O
((γ

ϵ

)1−α
)
. (11)

Combining this with expression (8), we see that the total
running time is

O
(
D(α)

(γ
ϵ

)2α
)

= O
((γ

ϵ

)1+α
)
. (12)

Finally, we may abandon the promise setting and con-
vert the described procedure into a routine that decides
if the eigenenergy µ is smaller or greater than some given
threshold µ0, with tolerance for error if |µ − µ0| ≤ ϵ/2.
Then, with a standard binary search scheme we solve EE
with just a polylog(γ/ϵ) overhead to the decision ver-
sion, but keeping the same essential α-QPE scaling. We
lay out the detailed steps in Algorithm 1. Applying the
arguments above, we conclude the following.

Theorem 5. Algorithm 1 solves EE up to precision ϵ
with error probability smaller than 1/3 using a total of

T (α) = O
((γ

ϵ

)1+α

log2
(γ
ϵ

))
(13)

queries to UH and U†
H and with depth

D(α) = O
((γ

ϵ

)1−α
)
. (14)

IV. DISCUSSION

We have shown that the scaling of α-QPE can be nat-
urally derived from the framework of Quantum Singular
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Algorithm 1: Eigenvalue Estimation

input : Access to operators Uψ, UH , and U†
H , the

factor γ, and a precision parameter ϵ > 0, as
defined in Section II B, and an interpolating
parameter α.

output: Estimate of µ up to precision ϵ with error
probability smaller than 1/3.

1 def DecideEE(µ0; δ, η):

2 Block-encode P
(
H−µ0I
γ+µ0

; δ, η
)
as in Lemma 4 and

take 20
(
4γ
ϵ

)2α ⌈log( 4γ
ϵ

)
⌉ LEFT/RIGHT samples;

3 Estimate probability of RIGHT, pR =
(number of RIGHT outcomes/number of trials);

4 if pR >
1−η+2η2

2
then

5 return RIGHT

6 else
7 return LEFT

8 δ ← ϵ
4γ

, η ← 1− 1
2

(
ϵ
4γ

)α
;

9 L← −γ,R← γ;
10 while R− L > ϵ do
11 µ0 ← ⌊(L+ U)/2⌋;
12 if outcome of DecideEE(µ0; δ, η) is RIGHT then
13 L← µ0;

14 else
15 R← µ0;

16 return µ0

Value Transformation (at least, up to polylogarithmic
factors in the number of samples). QSVT approaches
Phase Estimation by block-encoding an approximation
to the sign function (which is here adapted into a step
function). Our main contribution was to note that we can
trade-off the quality of this approximation by longer sta-
tistical sampling. That is, we can compensate the use of
lower degree polynomials (meaning lower circuit depths)
by running the quantum circuits more times.

Our derivation provides a new interpretation of the
parameter α on α-QPE. Recalling that we approximate
the step function up to error η/2 outside the interval
[−δ, δ], the approximation parameters η, δ and the inter-
polating parameter α are related as η + 1

2δ
α = 1. So,

α translates how the two approximation parameters are
related, parametrizing a family of approximations to the
step function.

We believe that our proof is quite intuitive, given fa-
miliarity with QSVT theory, as D(α) follows immedi-
ately from the construction of the polynomial approxi-
mation to the step function. Indeed, the analysis reduces
to checking how many samples do we have to take if we
can only approximate the step function up to a certain
degree. This reasoning circumvents the ad hoc approx-
imations of Wang et al. [10], as well as the information
theoretic considerations of Giurgica-Tiron et al. [11].

When converting the decision version of Eigenvalue
Estimation into the full search problem we gained a

O(log2
(
γ
ϵ

)
) factor that is not present in the original α-

QPE. Notably, this overhead appears only in the number
of samples to collect, not in the circuit depth, for which
our results match the state-of-the-art. Considering the
current landscape of noisy, small-scale quantum comput-
ing, while any overhead in depth can be important, such
a small overhead in number of samples is arguably not
so significant. Regardless, it would still be interesting to
find an optimal QSVT-based hybrid protocol. We con-
jecture that by further exploiting the structure of the
polynomial approximation within the [−δ, δ] interval one
could remove the polylogarithmic overhead, but a rigor-
ous proof is left as an open challenge.
Finally, our work shows that QSVT is not only a unify-

ing framework for quantum algorithms, but also a useful
tool to study hybrid computing. We suggest taking the
perspective that more coherence time means better poly-
nomial approximations to the target functions, reducing
the need for repetitions. This line of reasoning may lead
to the discovery of new classical-quantum interpolations.
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Appendix A: Proof of Lemma 2

1. PE ⪯ AE

Let (Uψ, U
†
ψ, controlled−U, controlled−U†, ϵ) be an in-

stance of the PE problem, following the notation of Sec-
tion II B. Let |ψ⟩ be a state of an m-qubit system. Now
identify the operator A with the following circuit.

m/ Uψ U

a
{

H • H

This makes only one call to Uψ and controlled−U . Sim-

ilarly, A† only makes one call to U†
ψ and controlled−U†.

Identify OA with a Z gate acting on the a register.
Applying A to |0m⟩ |0⟩ yields the state (up to a global

phase factor)

A |0m⟩ |0⟩ = cos(ϕ/2) |ψ⟩ |0⟩ − i sin(ϕ/2) |ψ⟩ |1⟩ . (A1)
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So, we can solve AE with the instance (A,A†, OA, ϵ) to
get an estimate for ϕ: if the output of AE is p, then
2 arccos(p) is an ϵ-close estimate to ϕ. If the algorithm
for AE takes time T and depth D, then this algorithm
for PE takes at most time 2T and depth 2D.

2. AE ⪯ EE

Let (A,A†, OA, ϵ) be an instance of the AE problem,
defined on m qubits, and let

Q := A (2 |0m⟩⟨0m| − I)A†OA. (A2)

Brassard et al. [14] show that we can write

A |0m⟩ = 1√
2
|ψ+⟩+

1√
2
|ψ−⟩ (A3)

where |ψ±⟩ are eigenvectors of Q with eigenvalues
exp

(
±2i arcsin

√
p
)
.

Identify Uψ with A, and UH with the following circuit.

a
{

H • H

m/ Q Q†

Note that both UH and U†
H make two calls to A, A†, and

OA. UH acts as a (1, 1)–block-encoding of the operator
Q+Q†

2 , which has eigenvalue Uψ |0m⟩:

⟨0|a UH |0⟩a Uψ |0m⟩ = Q+Q†

2

|ψ+⟩+ |ψ−⟩√
2

(A4)

=
e2i arcsin

√
p + e−2i arcsin

√
p

√
2

|ψ+⟩

+
e−2i arcsin

√
p + e2i arcsin

√
p

√
2

|ψ−⟩
(A5)

= (1− 2p)Uψ |0m⟩ (A6)

Say we solve EE with the instance (Uψ, UH , U
†
H , γ = 1, ϵ),

getting a value µ. Then, (1−µ)/2 is an ϵ-approximation
to p. If the algorithm for EE takes time T and depth D,
this algorithm for PE takes at most time 6T and depth
6D.
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